Neural Style Transfer based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) aims to synthesize a new image that retains the high-level structure of a content image, rendered in the low-level texture of a style image. This is achieved by constraining the new image to have high-level CNN features similar to the content image, and lower-level CNN features similar to the style image. However in the traditional optimization objective, low-level features of the content image are absent, and the low-level features of the style image dominate the low-level detail structures of the new image. Hence in the synthesized image, many details of the content image are lost, and a lot of inconsistent and unpleasing artifacts appear. As a remedy, we propose to steer image synthesis with a novel loss function: the Laplacian loss. The Laplacian matrix ("Laplacian" in short), produced by a Laplacian operator, is widely used in computer vision to detect edges and contours. The Laplacian loss measures the difference of the Laplacians, and correspondingly the difference of the detail structures, between the content image and a new image. It is flexible and compatible with the traditional style transfer constraints. By incorporating the Laplacian loss, we obtain a new optimization objective for neural style transfer named Lapstyle. Minimizing this objective will produce a stylized image that better preserves the detail structures of the content image and eliminates the artifacts. Experiments show that Lapstyle produces more appealing stylized images with less artifacts, without compromising their "stylishness".
INTRODUCTION
Neural Style Transfer based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [6, 7, 11, 17] has gained a lot of attention from both academia and industry. Given two input images, a content image and a style image, the Neural Style Transfer algorithm synthesizes a new image, referred to as the stylized image, which retains the basic structure and semantic content of the content image, but is rendered in similar texture as the style image. Fig. 1 presents an example of style Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. transfer: given a content image 1(a) and a style image 1(b), a stylized image 1(c) is synthesized. This combination is achieved thanks to the factorized representations of an image by CNNs: the high-level CNN features compactly encode the semantic content, e.g. the objects and global structure of the input image, whereas the low-level features encode the local details, e.g. colors, basic shapes and texture. Neural Style Transfer specifies a total loss for a new image, which consists of both the content loss, i.e. its high-level feature difference with the content image, and the style loss, i.e. its lowlevel feature difference with the style image. An image minimizing the total loss will combine the global semantic content of the content image and the local texture of the style image. One limitation of the current methods is that, they do not incorporate the local features of the content image into the optimization objective. Consequently, the detail structures (edges, contour segments, patterns, gradual color transitions, etc.) of the stylized image are dominated by the low-level style image features. After the optimization, visual elements in the style image may be inappropriately transferred to random positions in the stylized image, forming unappealing irregular artifacts, and some detail structures in the content image may be severely distorted. These artifacts and distortions are especially prominent on regions such as faces or object contours, to which human perception are sensitive (e.g. Fig. 1c ). For notational convenience, the traditional method by Gatys et al. [6] is referred to as Gatys-style. Naturally, to improve the structural coherence of neural style transfer, more constraints with respect to the content detail structures could be incorporated. When adding new content constraints, however, one need to be cautious not to disrupt the optimization of the style loss. A rigid content constraint will greatly reduce the search space for feasible solutions, where a solution with a small style loss may not exist. For example, in Section 4, we empirically show that a constraint w.r.t. some low-level CNN features of the content image is too rigid and greatly reduces the "stylishness" of the result image.
In the domain of computer vision, the Laplacian operator is widely used to detect edges (regions of rapid intensity changes) [1, 24] . The Laplacian operator extracts a Laplacian matrix (a Laplacian in short) that contains the second-order variations in an image that are prominent to human perception [15, 22] . These second-order variations often correspond to detail structures. As an example, Fig.  2(d) is the Laplacian obtained from the previous content image, which makes explicit important edges and boundaries within the content image. Large deviations in the Laplacian usually correspond to large distortions or artifacts in the stylized image. For example, the highlighted regions in Fig. 2 (e) correspond to distorted regions in Fig. 2(b) . Naturally, by imposing a new constraint that requires the stylized image to have a similar Laplacian to the content image, the stylized image may better preserve the detail structures.
An image Laplacian constraint has the advantage that, since it is applied to the second derivatives of image pixels, many images correspond to the same Laplacian, and each of the image is a solution of this Laplacian constraint. After putting other constraints back, an image well satisfying all constraints may still exist. Poisson Image Editing [22] is an example of incorporating a Laplacian constrant with some boundary constraints to transfer a region seamlessly. In other words, a Laplacian constraint is flexible and compatible with other constraints, e.g. the aforementioned content and style feature constraints. Motivated by these virtues of the Laplacian, we propose to add a Laplacian loss into neural style transfer, to steer the stylized image towards having a similar Laplacian to that of the content image. The Laplacian loss is defined as the mean-squared distance between the two Laplacians. Minimizing this loss drives the stylized image to have similar detail structures as the content image. Meanwhile, the stylized image will still be rendered in the new style. This enhanced neural style transfer method is named Lapstyle. Fig. 2 (c) show that in the presence of the Laplacian loss, severe Laplacian deviations are eliminated or alleviated, and the stylized image is more faithful to the original content image.
The Laplacian loss is computed by a small two-layer fixed CNN. This network consists of an average pooling layer and a prespecified convolutional layer, and can be easily plugged into almost all existing style transfer methods to better preserve the detail structures of the content image. The computational overhead of the Laplacian loss to an existing method is negligible. Moreover, we have released our source code of Lapstayle 1 to facilitate further research.
We evaluated Lapstyle on various test images under different conditions. Experimental results show that compared to the popular Gatys-style method [6] , Lapstyle always produces stylized images more faithful to the content images in low-level structures, with much less artifacts and distortions, and almost equally "stylish". In addition, we measured how the presence of the Laplacian loss term impacts all types of losses in the optimization objective, and confirmed that the Laplacian loss term drastically reduces the Laplacian loss between the content and stylized images, at the cost of only slight increases of the content and style losses. This supports the above empirical observations quantitatively.
A natural extension to the Laplacian loss is to combine multiple losses with pooling layers of different sizes, to capture different scales of the image detail structures. We investigated several combinations of two Laplacian losses, and presented an example improved by the Laplacian combinations.
To sum up, the contributions of this work are threefold: (1) We propose a novel detail-preserving loss named Laplacian loss for neural style transfer, which steers the synthesized image towards having similar low-level structures as the content image, while being flexible to allow the image to be rendered in the new style. Augmented by the Laplacian loss, a new style transfer method named Lapstyle is obtained. Extensive experiments show that Lapstyle generates stylized images that are more appealing with less artifacts. (2) The Laplacian loss is computed through a small add-on CNN.
This loss can be easily incorporated into almost any existing style transfer methods for better preserving the detail structures of the content image. (3) Multiple Laplacian losses with different granularities can be combined to capture the image detail structures at different scales. We have empirically investigated several combinations and observed improvements on some examples.
RELATED WORK
The task of style transfer has been studied in computer vision and graphics communities for a long time, under the name of "texture transfer". Some early works synthesize new images by sampling pixels or image patches according to certain similarity metrics [5, 13, 14, 25] . Another line of works first extract a set of feature maps from an image by applying manually designed filters, and then transform the feature maps of a synthesized image to match that of a style image [10, 23] . An important inspiration for the present work is Poisson Image Editing [22] , which aims to transfer a source region in an image to a target region in another image seamlessly. Poisson Image Editing restrains the target regions to have the same Laplacian as the source region, and fixes the boundary pixels to be the original pixels around the target region. As the Laplacian constraint has a big set of solutions, given the additional boundary constraint, a solution still exists. This solution is a transferred region fitted in the background in the target image with smooth transitions.
Agarwala et al. [2] and Darabi et al. [4] incorporate gradient terms into the patch similarity metric for matching structurally coherent patches and blending a region into another image with higher consistency. Recently, Lee et al. [15] propose to complete missing regions in an image with a Laplacian pyramid, i.e. stacked Laplacian filters in decreasing granularities. This method selects patches that are structurally coherent by exploiting the property that image Laplacians preserve the detail structures.
All the above methods are traditional style transfer methods, as they either operate at the pixel level, or use manully designed filters. Moreover, non-parametric, ad-hoc procedures are usually involved. Hence they can hardly capture and preserve high-level semantic information, and the manually designed components limit their generalization ability. As a result, the synthesized images are often globally incongruous or of low quality.
Gatys et al. [6] propose to use a convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract features for style transfer, namely the Neural Style Transfer method. Different layers of CNNs capture information at different levels of abstraction. Constraints with respect to different levels of features are integrated in a single CNN as different loss functions. In particular, the style to be transferred is captured as Gram correlation matrices of the style image features. In this framework, image synthesis reduces to the optimization within the CNN. This approach elegantly addresses the style transfer problem with high-quality output images. Gatys et al. [7] make two extensions to this method: 1) better control the spatial consistency by using a guided Gram loss, and 2) better preserve the color distribution of the content image, by incorporating an extra luminance channel or matching colour histograms.
Johnson et al. [11] propose a CNN for transforming images, named the transformation network. It is trained with the loss function as in [6] , but the parameters to be trained are the CNN weights, instead of an input image. For each style image, a dedicated transformation network is trained. To get a stylized output image, one only needs to feed the content image into this CNN and take a forward pass, which is much faster than [6] . Li et al. [17] apply the traditional idea of patch-matching to CNN features. They propose a Markov Random Field loss function that drives the CNN feature patches in the synthesized image to approximate their best matches in the style image. This method, namely MRF-CNN, is extended by Champandard [3] , in which user-provided segmentation information is incorporated to improve the local consistency of stylized images.
More recently, Luan et al. [18] propose a method that can achieve photorealistic style transfer, as a post-processing step of Neural Style Transfer. They first extract locally affine functions using Matting Laplacian 2 of Levin et al. [16] , then fine-tune the stylized image to fit these affine functions. In the examples they presented, the stylized images are photorealistic and well retain the detail structures of the content image. On our test images (Section 4), this method produces images that are much more consistent to the content images, but their stylishness is greatly reduced.
METHOD 3.1 Neural Style Transfer
Given a content image x c and a style image x s , let their corresponding CNN features at layer l be denoted as F l (x c ) and F l (x s ), respectively. Suppose there are N l filters in layer l, then F l (x) ∈ ℜ M l (x )×N l is a matrix with N l columns. Each column of F l (x) is a vectorized feature map, i.e. the response of a filter in layer l, containing M l (x) = H l (x) ·W l (x) elements, where H l (x) and W l (x) are the height and width of each feature map, respectively, depending on the size of the input image x.
Neural style transfer generates an imagex that depicts the content of image x c in the style of x s , by minimizing the following loss function ofx [6, 7] :
where the content loss L content is the mean-squared distance between the feature maps of x c andx at a prespecified content layer l c :
and the style loss L style measures the distributional difference of the feature maps of x c andx at several prespecified style layers:
where w l is the weight of layer l, and G l (
is the Gram matrix of the feature maps at layer l. The i, j-th element of G l (x) measures the correlation between the i-th and j-th feature maps, i.e. how often the i-th and j-th filters are simultaneously activated across small image patches.
The style loss on Gram matrices is essential to the impressive performance of Neural style transfer. The intuitions behind this formulation are as follows. A style or texture usually contains local and repetitive combinations of multiple visual elements. Suppose different visual elements activate different convolutional filters, then repetitive local co-occurrence of these elements correspond to repetitive co-activation patterns in the feature maps, and consequently, yield large positive numbers in certain locations in the Gram matrix. By forcing the stylized imagex to have similar Gram matrices to x s ,x has to generate similar filter co-activation patterns, which probably indicates thatx possesses similar styles and textures. Different style layers are used to capture the styles and textures at different granularities.
Neural style transfer methods usually employ a pretrained 19layer VGG network to extract features and perform the optimization, because VGG preserves more information at the convolutional layers [21] . In the original work [6] , Gatys et al. chose 'conv4_2' as the content layer, and 'conv1_1', 'conv2_1', 'conv3_1', 'conv4_1' and 'conv5_1' as the style layers. 3 The optimization (image synthesis) proceeds as follows: 
Laplacian Operator
The Laplacian operator △ of a function f is the sum of all unmixed second partial derivatives:
The Laplacian filter [24] is the discrete approximation to the two dimensional Laplacian operator, given by
The Laplacian matrix ("Laplacian" in short) of an image x is obtained by convolving the image with D, denoted by D(x). At regions where adjacent pixel values change drastically, the convolution will produce a response of high magnitude, regardless of the direction of the change. In regions where the change is flat, the response is zero [1] . Hence the Laplacian operator is widely used for edge detection and extraction of detail structures in an image [15] .
Laplacian Loss and Lapstyle Objective
Given two images x c andx, we use a Laplacian loss L lap to measure the difference between their Laplacians:
In order to force the stylized image to possess similar detail structures as the content image, we augument the style transfer 3 In their implementation, they actually used 'relux_y' in place of each 'convx_y', e.g. 'relu_4_2' instead of 'conv4_2', where negative responses are truncated to 0. 
where γ is a tunable parameter controlling the strength of the Laplacian loss. In situations where the output image is severly distorted, we could increase γ to demand a more faithful stylization. The new optimization objective (5) and the corresponding neural style transfer method is named Lapstyle. For the Lapstyle objective, the optimization procedure in Section 3.1 remains unchanged, except that in Step 1 the Laplacian D(x c ) needs to be saved. Fig. 3 presents the overall structure of Lapstyle.
When computing the Laplacian loss, two practical issues are addressed as follows:
Laplacians on different channels The input image x has three RGB channels. Ideally, to detect edges, each channel should be considered separately, i.e. each channel convolves with the Laplacian filter, yielding three intermediate Laplacians. A value with a large magnitude in any of the three Laplacians suggests an edge, regardless of its sign. To this end, the final Laplacian D(x) used in the Laplacian loss should be the sum of the absolute values of the three Laplacians [9] :
However, this formulation involves some technical difficulties in implementation. For simplification, we adopt an approximation using their sum as the final Laplacian:
This summation is automatically calculated by convolving the three channels altogether with a Laplacian convolutional filter. We have not observed noticable degradation of image quality with this approximation.
Smoothing with a pooling layer The Laplacian filter is sensitive to small perturbations in the input image, and smoothing the input image can make the Laplacian loss better reflect its true detail structures. Hence we add a p × p average pooling layer before the Laplacian layer for smoothing. Pooling also reduces the memory overhead of the Laplacian loss to 1/p 2 of that on the original image.
Combining Multiple Laplacians
When the pooling layer has a wider kernel, it condenses a larger area into one pixel. A Laplacian on top of such a pooling layer may capture structures in larger regions. Hence, combining multiple Laplacian losses over increasingly dilated pooling layers may capture detail structures in different granularities. The optimization objective is accordingly extended to
where L lapk is the Laplacian loss on the images pooled by an average pooling layer of size p k × p k , and γ k is its weight.
Implementation Details
The Laplacian filter is a 3x3 convolutional layer with fixed weights. Hence the Laplacian loss can be conveniently implemented in any mainstream deep learning frameworks and incorporated into most existing neural style transfer methods.
We have made extensions to three commonly used neural style transfer packages, and found that Gatys-style implemented using the L-BFGS optimization method yields the best stylized images. See Section 4 for more details.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we show the style transfer results on various content and style images, using the Lapstyle extensions to three commonly used neural style transfer packages. Compared to the the original packages, Lapstyle constantly yields more appealing images that better preserve the detail structures of the content image.
Baselines. Four commonly used neural style transfer packages are used as baseline methods. Among them, two are implementations of Gatys-style [6] , one implemented by Justin Johnson 4 , using the L-BFGS optimization method, and the other by Anish Athalye 5 , using the Adam adaptive optimization method [12] . The third package is MRF-CNN [17] implemented by Alex J. Champandard 6 . The fourth package is the recent Photorealistic Style Transfer [18] 7 , referred to as Photo-style in the following.
Lapstyle Settings. Each of these three packages were extended with the Laplacian loss to get their Lapstyle counterparts. Due to the distinctiveness of each implementation, different sizes of the pooling layer and the Laplacian weight were adopted for different baselines. For the extension to the L-BFGS implementation of Gatysstyle, we use a pooling size p = 4, the Laplacian weight γ = 100, and the total iterations N = 1000. For the extension to the Adam implementation of Gatys-style, we fix p = 2, γ = 200, N = 1000. For the extension to MRF-CNN, we set p = 2, γ = 100, N = 300. For Photo-style, we set λ = 1000. Fig. 4 compares the stylized images using a same test pair. Clearly, the L-BFGS implementation of Gatys-style and its corresponding Lapstyle extension yields the best images. In fact, the L-BFGS implementation of Gatys-style has been observed to consistently perform the best on a series of content and style images (the comparisons are not shown in this paper due to space limitations). Hence in the following, we take the L-BFGS implementation of Gatys-style as the main baseline against Lapstyle, and simply denote it as Gatys-style.
Qualititive Results
In Fig. 5 , we qualitatively compare Lapstyle with Gatys-style and Photo-style on a variety of style and content images 8 .
It can be observed that images synthesized by Lapstyle consistently improve on those by Gatys-style. In particular, more delicate details, e.g. contours and gradual color transitions are preserved, and much less artifacts are introduced from the style images. In the meantime, with the reinforced content details, the "stylishness" of these images do not degrade noticeably. This shows that the Laplacian constraint is a content constraint flexible enough to entertain style constraints.
The synthesized images by Photo-style have both advantages and disadvantages compared to Lapstyle. On the one hand, the synthesized images are smoother with less artifacts, for example the random patterns in the background now disappear. On the other hand, the synthesized images are less stylized and less natural, and the style transfer mostly happened to the colors. These results suggest that the Matting Laplacian is a strong content constraint which may expel the effects of the style constraints on local structures 9 . Lower-level content layer. One may argue that content details could be captured by using lower-level CNN filter banks as the content layer [6] than the default layer 'conv4_2', to achieve similar effects as does Lapstyle. Hence we experimented to use 'conv2_2' as the content layer. Fig. 6 compares the output images of using 'conv4_2', 'conv2_2' and 'conv2_2' + Lapstyle, respectively, given two test pairs appeared before. When 'conv2_2' is used as the content layer, the stylized images are apparently of lower quality than using 'conv4_2'. Nevertheless, incorporating the Laplacian loss still improves the stylized images in this setting. This verifies that the Laplacian filter, being a single manually chosen CNN filter, 8 Some images are from [11, 17] . 9 Reducing the weight λ of the Matting Laplacian constrant does not substantially improve this problem. captures content details that can not be captured by the pretrained low-level CNN filter banks. Combining Multiple Laplacians. We experimented to combine two Laplacian losses with different pooling sizes. Compared with a single Laplacian loss, it led to improvement on some test images. Fig. 7 presents such an example, where the best stylization is achieved by combining a 4x4 pooled Laplacian loss with a 16x16 pooled Laplacian loss. The default setting of a single 4x4 pooled Laplacian loss failed to remove some artifacts on the girl's face.
However, the actual effects of combined Laplacians often depend on the particular content and style images. For fairness of comparison, we did not seek the best combinations for each test pair, instead in other experiments we simply used the default single 4x4 pooled Laplacian loss, which brings about empirically stable improvements.
Laplacian of Gaussian. The Laplacian of Gaussian filter (LoG, i.e., Gaussian smoothed Laplacian filter) [1] is commonly used in place of the vanilla Laplacian filter, as it is more robust to noisy pixel variations. We tested to replace the pooling + Laplacian structure with the commonly used LoG of size 5x5. As seen in Fig. 8 , it led to much weaker effects of preserving detail structure and removing artifacts, compared to using an average pooling layer.
Quantitative Analysis
In order to quantitatively investigate how the Laplacian loss term impacts the Laplacian, content and style losses of the synthesized image, we computed the values of these losses with and without the Laplacian loss, respectively, averaged over the five pairs of input images in Fig. 5 . The parameter settings were the same as described before. All the losses are normalized by the initial Laplacian loss. Table 1 lists the mean Laplacian, content, style and total losses in the first iteration and the last iteration of the optimization, respectively. It then compares the losses of the final images optimized with and without the Laplacian loss term.
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Lapstyle with LoG Pooling + Laplacian It can be seen from Table 1 that, with the Laplacian loss term, when the optimization finishes, the Laplacian loss was reduced to 22% of its initial value, amounting to only 2.96% of the total loss; as a trade-off, the content and style losses were 2% and 14% more than those of Gatys-style, respectively. Without this loss term, however, the final Laplacian loss increased to 449% of its initial value, amounting to 39.4% of the total loss, which may indirectly reflect the various artifacts in the stylized images.
The above quantitative analysis shows that by incorporating the Laplacian loss term, the Laplacian loss of the synthesized images is reduced to a large extent, at the cost of slight increases of the content and style losses. Thereby it can be concluded that 1) the image stylized by Lapstyle is almost equally "stylish" as that produced by the traditional Gatys-style method; 2) the content loss and the Laplacian loss govern independent aspects of the content of the stylized image.
CONCLUSIONS
Neural Style Transfer [6] adopts an optimization objective that is concerned to preserve only high-level CNN features of the content image. Due to the abstractiveness of these features, the synthesized images suffer from various artifacts and distortions. In this paper we have presented a method named Lapstyle that reduces artifacts and distortions, by incorporating a novel Laplacian loss term into the optimization objective. This loss encourages the stylized image to have a similar image Laplacian as that of the content image. The image Laplacian captures the detail structures (edges, contours, gradual color transitions, etc.) of the content image, and thus guides the optimization towards a synthesized image that more faithfully retains these details. We have empircally validated that images synthesized by Lapstyle look more natural and appealing, and contain much less artifacts than the traditional methods, while remaining almost equally "stylish". In addition, we have observed quantitatively that while the Laplacian loss is drastically reduced, the content and style losses only increase slightly. This confirms that the Laplacian loss term does not disrupt the image stylization.
In future work, we would like to explore ways to incorporate the Laplacian loss into Generative Adversarial Nets (GANs) [8, 28] , to improve the quality of images generated by GANs.
